MCSM-LDEO Field Experiences

Name________________________________________

What are some problems that HAVE to be studied through field research experiences?

List three similarities between conducting field research and lab research.

List three differences between conducting field research and lab research.

What are some of the important things we have to accomplish in preparing for our field research? Who and how?
MCSM-LDEO Field Experiences

Clothing suggestions:
Forecast conditions for Friday and Saturday are most sunny with highs in the low 70s (low 20s C), and lows Friday night near 50 (10 C).

Friday we will be on land, mostly campus or park.

Saturday, we will take a hike on a path through the ‘Lamont forest.’ Then, when the tide is somewhat more favorable, we will go canoeing.

What clothing should you pack AND CARRY? What else will you bring?

Note-taking suggestions:
How do you plan to record what you experience? What will you need?

Additional notes: